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1966SRAEL HISTADRUT EMISSARY
TO WESTERN CANADA

Dr. Albert B. Sabin,
The Children's Hospital Research Foundation,
EIland & Bethesda Aves.,
Cincinnati 29, Ohio,
u, S. A.

Dear Doctor Sabin:

I recall with great pleasure and especially now, with a warm feeling of
nostalgia, our meetings during your visit to Israel. Certainly, my wife
and I shall never forget the wonderful evening we spent together in Safad.

After holding the position of Mayor of that ancient city for 10 years, until
my resignation in late 1965, I have been sent by its Executive Committee in
Israel on a special mission for the Histadrut, to Western Canada. My wife
and younger son have accompanied me and my older boy is continuing his studies
in Tel Aviv.
In attempting to promote the interests of this unique organization and educate
Jews and non-Jews alike, I am forced to admit reluctantly that I am encounter-
ing many difficulties. These arise mainly among our own people and largely
because of misunderstandings and misconceptions which have been formed about
the aims and tasks of this immense labor force. This brings to mind our very
last meeting when you addressed the Histadrut campaign opening in Baltimore,
and I recall most vividly the reaction of the audience to your illuminating
outline of Histadrut's vital functions and achievements, and those she will
still be called upon to perform in the years to come. I remember also the
reaction of the audience as they responded to your inspiring talk. When
finally I arose to deliver my own speech, I was forced to admit to that large
gathering on that memorable evening, there was very little I could add to
what you had already said so ably.

We here, are only too well aware of your multi-faceted, dedicated activities
but despite this fact there is a favor I would ask and that is, that you honor
us by visiting this city of Winnipeg and be our guest-speaker at the Banquet
opening our campaign on Sunday, January 22, 1967. I can think of no person-
ality better equipped to bring to our people a new awareness of the role that
Histadrut must continue to assume, even after 18 years of the State's exis~ce.

If the above-mentioned date should prove unsuitable, we are planning on another
function in the form of a Mass-Meeting 2 weeks prior, on Sunday, January 8, at
which time we are hopeful of setting the mood, so-to-speak, for the coming
Drive.
I am confident of your favorable consideration of my request to appear on eithe
of the two dates mentioned, and look forward to a reply in the affirmative at
your earliest convenience, following which further arrangements will be handle.
through our head office in Montreal.

Re~ectfully yours,
IffA~~~WIJeme",,'Avraha: en,Histadrut Emissary


